



CAVALRY TACTICS.


1.(@)THE movements explained in the following system of Cavalry Tactics are confined as nearly as possible to those finding practical application in war.

2.(@)Except in particular cases, the commands of the instructor will be given for the execution of the movements toward both the right and left flanks; the movements however, will be explained toward but one flank, it being only necessary to substitute the word left for right, or the reverse, to have the explanation of the corresponding movements toward the other flank.

3.(@)All movements which are not prescribed from a halt, or on the march, may be executed either at a halt or marching.

4.(@)All movements on foot, not specially excepted, may be executed in double time.(@)If the movement be from a halt, or when marching in quick time, the command double time precedes the command march; if marching in double time, the command double time is omitted.

5.(@)All mounted movements not especially excepted, may be executed at a trot or gallop.(@)To execute a movement I at a trot or gallop, when not marching at these gaits, the command trot or gallop precedes the command march; if marching at a trot or gallop, to execute a movement at the same gait, the command trot or gallop is omitted.

6.(@)In mounted movements, the gait should be increased progressively, the trot being executed from a walk, and the gallop from a trot.(@)When marching at a gallop, the gait will be decreased to the trot, and then to the walk, before halting; when marching at a trot the same rule applies, halting from a trot being considered an exceptional movement .                                      

7.(@)In those movements where the guide may be either right or left, the words “right or left” in the commands, are in parenthesis.

8.(@)When for purposes of instruction any movement is divided into motions, or executed in detail, the last syllable of the command determines the prompt performance of the first motion, and the commands, TWO, THREE, etc., that of the other motions.

9.(@)To execute movements in detail, the instructor first commands: By the numbers; all movements divided into motions are then executed as above explained until he commands: (@)Without the numbers.

Commands.

10.(@)There are two kinds.

The preparatory command, such as forward,  which indicates the movement that is to be executed.

The command of execution, such as MARCH, or HALT, or, in the manual of arms, the part of the command which causes the execution.

The preparatory commands are distinguished by italics, those of execution by SMALL CAPITALS. [TN-also bold font]

The tone of command is animated, distinct, and of a loudness proportioned to the number of men under instruction.

Each preparatory command is pronounced in an ascending tone of voice, but always in such a manner that (he command of execution may be more energetic and elevated.

On foot the command of execution is pronounced in a tone firm and brief 

In mounted movements, the preparatory commands are more or less prolonged to insure their being heard; the command of execution is always prolonged. 

The trumpet will be used for giving commands whenever it can be done to advantage.



INSTRUCTIONS FOR SKIRMISHERS.


599.(@)When skirmishers are thrown out to clear the way for the main body, their movements are so regulated as to keep it constantly covered.

The officers, and if necessary the non-commissioned officers, repeat the commands, and cause them to be executed as soon as they are given, but, to avoid irregularities, when signals are used, they will wait until the last note is sounded before commencing the movement.

Deployments.

600.(@)A company may be deployed as skirmishers in two ways: (@)forward, and by the flank.

The company is deployed forward when it is behind the line on which it is to be established; it is deployed by the flank when it finds itself already on that line.

Whenever a company is to be deployed as skirmishers, the captain designates one or more fours from the right or left to act as reserve, designates an officer or non-commissioned officer to command the reserve, and causes him to move it a few yards to the rear.

The principal guides place themselves in rear of the line to be deployed.

The captain next causes sabres to be returned, if drawn, and designates the centre four, number four of which is designated as the centre skirmisher of the company.

To deploy forward.

601. (@)Being in line, the captain commands:

1.(@) As skirmishers 
2.(@)On left (or right) fours take intervals
3.(@)MARCH.

 (Pl.(@)1)At the command march, the left four moves straight to the front; the other fours make a partial wheel to the right, those near the right increasing the wheel considerably beyond forty-five degrees; the partial wheel being completed, each four moves in the new direction until its left file, who is the guide, gains the distance of twenty yards from the left of the four next on its left, when it makes a partial wheel to the left, and marches to the front preserving the interval.(@)When the left four is about to arrive on the line, the captain commands:

1.(@)Skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT.

At the command halt, number four of the left four advances six yards and halts; numbers one, two, and three, wheel successively to the right, move forward and wheel to the left, placing themselves in their order on the right of number four, at five yards apart.

The other fours deploy as just explained, on arriving at six yards from the line.

The captain, accompanied by a trumpeter, follows the movement so as to be about eighty yards in rear of the line when formed.

The chiefs of platoon and principal guides superintend the movement, and, when the deployment is completed, fall back, the chiefs of platoon thirty yards in rear of their platoons, the principal guides ten yards in rear of their respective fours.

If the command be trot, or if the movement be executed when marching at a trot, the directing four, at the command march, moves at a walk; the other fours take the walk on arriving abreast of it.(@)If the command be gallop, or if the movement be executed when marching at a gallop, the leading four moves at a trot; the other fours take the trot on arriving abreast of it.(@)All the fours which have arrived abreast of the directing four, deploy at the command halt.

The fours always deploy at the gait in which the movement is executed.

602.(@)Should the captain command, on the centre four take intervals, that four moves to the front; the fours to its right make a partial wheel to the right, those to the left make a partial wheel to the left, and deploy as already explained.

603.(@)The captain may cause the designated four and the fours which have arrived abreast of it to deploy while marching, by the commands:

1.(@)Deploy, 
2.(@)MARCH, 
3.(@)Guide right (left or centre).

The other fours deploy successively upon arriving on the line of the skirmishers already deployed.

The guide is announced, right, left, or centre, according as intervals are taken on the right, left, or centre four.

604.(@)If the deployment be executed on the march, the commander of the reserve halts it at the preparatory command of the captain.(@) This rule is general.

605.(@) In all deployments the commander of the reserve conducts it, with sabres drawn, to a point about one hundred and fifty yards in rear of the centre of the skirmish line; after which the reserve maintains this relative position.(@)This rule is general.

606.(@)The captain designates the arm to be used by the skirmishers, who take the position of raise pistol, or advance carbine as they deploy.(@)This rule is general.

To deploy by the flank.

607.(@)Being in line, at a halt, the captain commands:

1.(@)As skirmishers, 
2.(@)By the right (or left) flank, take intervals, 
3.(@)MARCH.

 (Pl.(@)2.)At the command march, the troopers execute successively, by file by the right flank, preserving the distance of three yards from head to croup; the left skirmisher having his distance, the captain commands: 

1.(@)Skirmishers
2.(@)HALT, at which all the skirmishers wheel to the left, and halt.

The officers and principal guides take their posts as in the deployment forward.

608.(@)Whenever the command halt is given, the skirmishers face to the front, or, in the direction of the enemy.(@)This rule is general.

609.(@)To deploy by both flanks, the captain commands:

1.(@)As skirmishers 
2. (@)By the right and left flanks, take intervals, 
3.(@)MARCH.

At the command march, all the troopers to the right  of the centre skirmisher deploy by the right flank, and are designated right skirmishers; those to the left of the centre skirmisher deploy by the left flank, and are designated left skirmishers.

The captain superintends the deployment on that flank from which the reserve was taken, and, when the rear skirmisher on that flank has his distance, the captain, commands: 

1.(@)Left (or right) skirmisher, 
2.(@)HALT. 

The chief of platoon on the other flank of the company superintends the deployment on his flank, and, when the rear skirmisher on that flank has his distance, the chief commands: 

1.(@)Right (or left) skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT.

When more than one platoon is deployed, the senior chief of platoon on each flank of the company halts the skirmishers of his own flank.

610.(@)The habitual interval between skirmishers is five yards.(@)When the captain wishes to deploy with a greater or less interval than five yards, he states the intervals between the skirmishers and between the fours, and then gives the commands for deployment as before.

To march in line.

611.(@)The captain commands:

1.(@)Forward, 
2.(@)Guide centre,
3.(@)MARCH.

At the command march, the line moves off, dressing upon, and preserving intervals from the centre skirmisher.

The captain, chiefs of platoons, and principal, guides, , correct any errors that may occur, and see that the skirmishers maintain their intervals and preserve a general alignment.

612.(@)To halt the skirmishers, the captain commands:

1.(@)Skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT.

To march to the rear.

613.(@)The captain commands:

1.(@)To the rear,
2.(@)MARCH,
3.(@)Guide center.

At the command march, the skirmishers wheel individually to the left about, and then march to the rear with the guide centre.

The line marching to the rear, is halted by the same commands as when marching in advance; at the command halt, the skirmishers wheel individually to the left about and halt.

614.(@)The skirmishers marching to the rear, to march to the front, the captain commands:

1.(@)Forward, 
2.(@)MARCH, 
3.(@)Guide centre.

At the command march, the skirmishers wheel individually to the left about, and move forward.

615.(@)The guide of a line of skirmishers is habitually centre, but the captain may announce it either on the right or left.

To change direction.

616. The captain commands:

1.(@)Right (or left) wheel, 
2.(@)MARCH.

At the command march, the line wheels to the right, preserving intervals from the pivot, and dressing toward the marching flank; the skirmisher at the pivot halts, and turns in his place.(@)When the line has wheeled sufficiently, the captain commands, according as he wishes to march in advance or to the rear :
1.(@)Forward (or to the rear), 
2.(@)MARCH, 
3.(@)Guide centre.

617.(@)To execute a change of direction on the centre, the captain commands:

1.(@)Right skirmishers left wheel, 
2.(@)Left skirmishers to the rear, left wheel, 
3.(@)MARCH.

At the command march, the left skirmishers wheel individually to the left about, and all then wheel on the centre skirmisher as a pivot, preserving their intervals from him.(@)The wheel is arrested, according as the captain desires the line to halt, advance, or march to the rear, by the commands:

1.(@)Skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT, or, 1. Forward (or to the rear), 2. MARCH, 
3.(@)Guide centre.

618.(@)A change of direction on the centre, advancing the left skirmishers, is similarly executed.

619.(@)The captain may cause either the right (or left) skirmishers to halt, in any position, by giving the commands: 

1.(@)Right (or left) skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT. He may likewise cause them to wheel in advance, or to the rear, according as he may desire to turn the enemy’s flank, or refuse his own.

To march by the flank.

620.(@)The captain commands:

1.(@)By the right (or left) flank, 
2.(@)MARCH.

At the command march, the skirmishers move by the right flank, each taking cure to follow the one immediately preceding him, and to preserve his interval.

621. The line marching by the flank, changes direction by the commands:

1.(@)Column right (or left), 
2.(@)MARCH.

At the command march, the leading skirmisher wheels to the right and moves off in the new direction; the other skirmishers wheel to the right on the same ground, and follow the leading skirmisher.

622.(@)Column half right (or left) is similarly executed.

623.(@)Marching by the flank, to march in line, the captain commands:

1.(@)By the right (or left) flank, 
2.(@)MARCH, 
3.(@)Guide centre.

To extend intervals.

624.(@)By the flank.(@)Being at a halt, the captain commands:

1.(@)By the right (or left) flank, to (so many) yards extend intervals, 
2.(@)MARCH.

At the command march, the right skirmisher marches by the right flank; the other skirmishers wheel to the right successively, and follow the one preceding at a distance of two yards less than that specified in the command.(@)The captain commands: 

1.(@)Skirmishers, in time to add: 
2.(@)HALT, when the left skirmisher has his distance.

625.(@)Intervals are extended by both flanks, according to the same principles, the right and left skirmishers upon attaining their intervals being halted as in the deployment by both flanks.

626.(@)To the front.(@)Marching to the front, at a walk, the captain commands:

1.(@)On right (or left) skirmisher, to (so many) yards extend intervals, 
2.(@)Trot, 
3.(@)MARCH,

At the command march, the right skirmisher moves straight to the front at a walk; the others oblique to the left at a trot until they gain their intervals, when they resume the original direction and gait.

If marching to the front at a trot, the right  skirmisher moves forward at a walk.

If marching at a gallop, or if the command be gallop, the right skirmisher moves forward at a trot.

627.(@)Intervals are extended on the centre skirmisher by similar commands and means; the skirmishers to the right oblique to the right, those to the left oblique to the left.

628.(@)If the line be halted during the movement, only those skirmishers halt who have the prescribed interval; the others halt successively on gaining the prescribed interval, taking care not to get in advance of the designated skirmisher.

629.(@)If, in extending intervals, it is intended that one company should occupy a line previously occupied by two, the extension is made immediately in rear of the company to be relieved, which retires by the command of its captain, as soon as the extension is completed.

To close intervals.

630.(@)By the flank.(@)Being at a halt, the captain commands:

1.(@)By the right (or left) flank, to (so many) yards close intervals, 
2.(@)MARCH.

At the command march, the right skirmisher advances six yards and halts; the other skirmishers march by the right flank, and successively wheel to the left and halt upon closing to the specified interval.

631.(@)To the front.(@)Being in march at a walk, to close intervals, the captain commands:

1.(@)On right (or left) skirmisher, to (so many) yards close intervals, 
2.(@)Trot, 
3.(@)MARCH.

At the command march, the right skirmisher advances at a walk, the others oblique to the right at a trot, each resuming the original direction and gait upon closing to the specified interval.

If marching to the front at a trot, the right skirmisher moves forward at a walk.

If marching at a gallop, or if the command be gallop the right skirmisher moves forward at a trot.

632.(@)Intervals are closed on the centre skirmisher in a similar manner; the skirmishers to the right oblique to the left, those to the left oblique to the right.

633.(@)If the line be halted during the movement, only those skirmishers halt who have closed to the prescribed interval; the others halt successively on closing taking care not to get in advance of the designated skirmisher.

634.(@)To cause two companies to occupy the ground previously occupied by one, the new company deploys so as to finish its movement about twenty yards in rear of the line it is to occupy, and the men successively move upon the line, as they are unmasked by the men of the old company, which closes intervals to the right or left.

To relieve a company deployed as skirmishers.

635.(@)When a company of skirmishers is to be relieved the captain is advised of the intention, which he immediately communicates to the line.

The new company executes its deployment so as to finish the movement about twenty yards in rear of the line and then, by command of its captain, advances rapidly to the old line, or a few yards beyond it, and halts.(@)The new line being established, the old company retires and assembles as soon as beyond the reach of the enemy’s fire.

If the skirmishers to be relieved are marching to the rear, the company which is to relieve them deploys in their rear; the old company, after having passed the new line, assembles as hereafter explained.

The firings.

636.(@)To fire at a halt.(@)The captain commands:

1.(@)Commence, 
2.(@)FIRING,

The odd numbers aim and fire; the even numbers aim and fire as soon as the odd numbers drop their pieces to the position of the first motion of load, after which each skirmisher fires without regard to the others.

637.(@)To fire advancing.(@)The captain commands:

1.(@)Commence, 
2.(@)FIRING.

The odd numbers halt, aim, fire, and reload while advancing ; the even numbers halt as soon as the odd numbers drop their pieces to the position of the first motion of load, aim, fire, and reload as explained for the odd numbers; after which each skirmisher fires independently, halting at each fire.

At the command cease firing, or if halted while firing, the skirmishers align themselves on those most advanced.

638.(@)To cease firing.(@)The captain commands:

1.(@)Cease, 
2.(@)FIRING.

639.(@)To fire retiring.(@)The captain selects a favorable position in rear, designates it to the line, causes the firing to cease, and then commands:

1.(@)To the rear, 
2.(@)Trot (or gallop), 
3.(@)MARCH, 
4.(@)Guide centre.

At the command march, the skirmishers wheel individually to the left about, and move to the rear.(@)When they arrive on the new line the captain commands: 

1.(@)Skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT, 
3.(@)Commence, 
4.(@)FIRING.

To rally.

640.(@)To rally by platoon, the captain commands:

1.(@)Rally by platoon, 
2.(@)MARCH.

(Pl.(@)3,)(@)At the first command, all the skirmishers return pistol, or drop carbine; at the command march, the centre

skirmisher of each platoon, previously designated by his chief, advances six yards and halts; the skirmishers to his right wheel to the left, close upon him, and form in line on his right; those to his left wheel to the right and form line on his left.(@)The chief of each platoon moves at a gallop  and places himself one yard in front of its centre.

641.(@)If the captain wishes the platoons to charge after they have rallied, he sounds the charge; each chief causes his platoon to draw sabre, and leads it to the charge.

642.(@)To deploy the platoons, the captain gives the commands as in the deployment of the company.(@)The platoons deploy at the same time, each on a four, or by one or both flanks, as designated.(@)If deployed by the flank, the chiefs halt the skirmishers.

643.(@)The platoons being rallied, to recall them, the captain goes to a suitable position and commands: 

1.(@)Assemble,
2.(@)MARCH, 

or sounds the assembly, at which each platoon is conducted to the position of the captain.(@)The reserve, conducted by its chief, resumes its place in line, and the company is reformed as before the deployment.

To assemble at a trot or gallop, the trot or gallop is sounded after the assembly.

644.(@)To rally by company, the captain commands:

1.(@)Rally by company, 
2.(@)MARCH.

(Pl. 4.)(@)At the command march, the company rallies on the centre skirmisher of the company, as explained in the rally by platoon.(@)The reserve moves forward and the company is reformed as before the deployment.(@)If necessary to move the company forward before all the skirmishers have rallied, they increase the gait, and form on the flanks of the company as it advances.
 
To charge as skirmishers.

645.(@)The captain sounds the charge; each skirmisher returns pistol, or drops carbine, draws sabre, and the whole line charges to the front.(@)The troopers of each four keep within supporting distance of each other.

646.(@)Whenever a charge is made by a line of skirmishers, or by platoons rallied from line, the reserve, as nearly as practicable, maintains its relative distance and position.(@)This rule is general.

647.(@)To arrest the charge the captain sounds the halt, the rally by platoon, or the rally by company.

To fight on foot.

648.(@)The company being in line, at a halt, the captain returns sabres, if drawn, designates the guard to remain mounted with the led horses, and commands:

1.(@)To fight on foot, 
2.(@)PREPARE TO DISMOUNT, 
3.(@)Dismount, 
4.(@)Form, 
6.(@)RANK, 
6.(@)LINK HORSES.

At the third command, the officers and troopers, except number four of each four, the guard for the led horses, and one trumpeter, dismount.

At the sixth command, numbers one, two, and three, face to the right, pass the reins over their horses’ heads, face again to the right and hold the reins with the left hand, nails down, six inches from the bit, and with the right hand, nails up, near the extremity.(@)Number three then passes his reins to number four, who takes and holds them with the right hand, nails down, six inches from the bit, the extremity of the rein in the left hand.(@)Number two engages his reins in the bridle of the horse of number three, by passing the end of the reins from rear to front under the cheek-piece, and nose-band if there be one, and tying them in a slip-knot so that the heads of the horses shall be one foot apart.(@)Number one fastens his horse in the same manner to the horse of number two.

The trumpeter, who remains mounted, takes the horses of the captain, right principal guide, and dismounted trumpeter; each chief of platoon turns his horse over to number four of his right set of four, who holds the horse on his left; the left principal guide turns his horse over to number four of the left set of dismounted fours, who holds him on his left.

As soon as the dismounted troopers have secured their horses, they face to the front, unsling carbine, move forward closing toward the centre, and form in line, in their proper order, six yards in front of the horses.

649.(@)Being in column of fours, at a halt, to dismount the company to fight on foot, the captain designates the guard to remain mounted with the led horses, and commands:

1.(@)To the right (or left) and front, 
2. To fight on foot, 
3.(@)DISMOUNT, 
4.(@)LINK HORSES.

At the second command, the troopers, if practicable, passage to the right and left so as to take an interval of two feet from boot to boot.

At the third command, the troopers, except numbers four, dismount in their places.(@)At the fourth command, they link horses, move to the right out of the column, unsling carbine, and execute right front into line, the men of the leading four halting, without command, six yards in front of their horses.

The horses of the captain, the principal guide at the head of the column, and the dismounted trumpeter, are held by the trumpeter, who remains mounted; the horses of the chiefs of platoon are held by number four of their leading fours; the horse of the principal guide at the rear of the column is held by number four of the rear four.

If the first and second commands be, 

1.(@)To the right (or left), 
2.(@)To fight on foot, the troopers dismount and link horses as just explained, unsling carbine, close toward the centre, and form line on the side designated, six yards from the flank of the column, facing from the column.

650.(@)The company having dismounted to fight on foot, the chiefs of platoon place themselves two yards in rear of the centres of their platoons, the principal guides act as guides of the company, and the company executes by the same commands and means, all the movements previously explained for single rank in the School of the Company Dismounted.(@)Number four of each four being absent, each four wheels to the right on number one as a pivot, and to the left on number three, the distance between fours in column being fifty-four, instead of seventy-six inches.

When necessary for the chiefs of the interior platoons to pass to the front or rear of their platoons, and the reverse, they cause a file to step to the front or rear.

651.(@)To deploy the dismounted company as skirmishers, the captain first designates the reserve, and the centre four, number three of which is the centre skirmisher.

652.(@)To deploy forward.(@)The captain commands:

1.(@)As skirmishers, 
2.(@)On left (right or centre) four take intervals, 
3.(@)MARCH.

At the command march, the left four moves straight to the front; the other fours make a partial wheel to the right and the movement is completed as when mounted, except that the interval between fours is fifteen yards, and the deployment is made on number three of each four, who, stands fast; numbers two and one move respectively five and ten yards to his right.

If the command double time be given, or the deployment be executed when marching in double time, the designated four moves to the front in quick time; the other fours gain their intervals in double time, each taking the quick time upon arriving abreast of the designated four.

658.(@)To deploy by the flank.(@)The captain commands:

1.(@)As skirmishers, 
2.(@)By the right (or left) flank (or right and left flanks), take intervals, 
3.(@)MARCH.

At the second command, the troopers face to the right, and, at the command march, move off successively at the prescribed interval.(@)When the left skirmisher has his interval, the captain commands: 

1.(@)Skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT, 

at  which all the skirmishers halt and face to the front. 

654.(@)The posts of the captain, chiefs of platoon, and the reserve, are the same as when mounted. 

655.(@)The skirmishers dismounted carry their pieces in the manner most convenient to them, always keeping the muzzle elevated.

656.(@)The skirmishers dismounted execute all the movements explained for skirmishers when mounted, by the same commands and means, observing the following modification: (@)In all movements requiring the designated skirmisher to advance six yards and halt, the designated skirmisher, dismounted, stands fast,

657.(@)The skirmishers fire at a halt and marching, the same as when mounted.(@)In firing when marching to the rear, the odd numbers begin the fire; the skirmishers halt, face to the front at each fire, and reload while marching to the rear.

658.(@)To fire, marching by either flank, the captain commands: 

1.(@)Commence, 
2.(@)FIRING. 

The odd numbers halt, face to the front, aim, fire, and resume the march, loading as they advance.

The even numbers continue the march, halt, and fire without passing the odd numbers, resuming the march and loading as explained for the odd numbers.

The skirmishers take care never to pass each other.(@)The skirmishers resume the proper interval as soon as they cease to fire while marching by the flank.

659.(@)Skirmishers kneel in firing, whenever a better aim can be secured.

660.(@)Skirmishers dismounted seek cover whenever it is at hand, but will forego all considerations of personal safety, when the efficacy of their fire can be increased.

661.(@)If threatened by the enemy’s cavalry, each platoon is rallied, and immediately commences firing.

662.(@)The mounted guard, and the led horses, are kept under cover and at such distance as to be protected from the enemy’s fire.

To remount the company.

663. The captain rallies the platoons and assembles them, or rallies the company, after which he causes the led horses to be brought forward, or marches the company to the led horses.

The company being in line six yards in front of the led horses, or at the same distance from and parallel to the column, the captain faces the company about, and commands:

1.(@)PREPARE TO MOUNT, 
2.(@)MOUNT.

At the first command, the troopers sling carbine, and go quietly to the heads of their horses, untie them, and, passing the reins over their necks, prepare to mount.(@)If in column, they mount in their places.

664.(@)All of the movements for skirmishers dismounted may be taught to the company from single rank in the School of the Company Dismounted.(@)Number four being present, in deploying forward the fours take the same interval as when mounted.

To dismount skirmishers to fight on foot,

665.(@)The captain sounds the rally by platoon which being executed, he causes each chief to dismount his platoon and to deploy it.(@)The led horses are conducted to the company reserve.


TO DEPLOY A BATTALION AS SKIRMISHERS.

666.(@)The major indicates the size of the company reserves, designates one or more companies to act as battalion reserve, and causes the battalion reserve to move a few yards to the rear; he also designates the companies which, after the deployment, will constitute the right and the left wings.

To deploy forward.

667.(@)The major commands:

1.(@)As skirmishers,
2.(@)On left (or right) four , (such) company, take intervals,
3.(@)MARCH.

(Pl. 5.)At the second command, the captain of the designated company gives the preparatory commands for deploying as skirmishers on the left four; the captain of the company next on the left gives the commands for deploying on the right four; the captains of the companies to the right of the two mentioned, command: (@)Fours right; those to the left: (@)Fours left.

At the command march, the company designated deploys forward on its left four, and the one on its left, on its right four, which gains the distance of twenty yards to the left.

The companies to the right  move by the right flank, and, when the left (now the rear) four arrives opposite its interval in the skirmish-line, the captain forms line to the left, and, without halting, gives the commands for deploying on the left four; the left companies move by the left flank, and, when the right four of each is opposite its interval, the company is formed in line to the right, and without halting is deployed on the right four.

The major commands: 

1.(@)Skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT, 

when the left four of the designated company arrives on the line he may wish to occupy.(@)This command is repeated by those captains whose fours have arrived on the line; each of the other captains commands: 

1.(@)Skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT,

when the four on which the deployment is made arrives in line.

To deploy to the flank.

668.(@)Being at a halt, the major commands:

1. (@)As skirmishers, 
2. (@)By the right (or left) flank, take intervals, 
3. (@)MARCH.

At the command march, the right trooper of the battalion moves by the right flank, and is followed in succession by all the troopers of the battalion.(@)The right trooper of each company moves in time to follow the left trooper of the preceding company at his proper distance.

The major commands: 

1.(@)Skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT, 

when the left trooper of the battalion has his distance.

669.(@)To deploy by both flanks, the major commands;

1.(@)As skirmishers, 
2.(@)On (such) company, by the right and left flanks, take intervals, 
3.(@)MARCH.

At the second command, the captain of the designated company gives the preparatory commands for deploying by the right flank; the captain of the company next on his left gives the preparatory commands for deploying by the left flank.

The captains of the companies to the right of the two mentioned command: (@)Fours right; captains of companies to the left command: (@)Fours left.

At the command march, the designated company and the one on its left deploy respectively by the right and left flanks.

The companies to the right move by the right flank, and, as the left (or rear) four of each arrives opposite its interval, the captain forms line to the left, halts his company, and deploys it by the right flank; the left companies move similarly to the left, and are deployed by the left flank.

To deploy from column.

670.(@)Being in column of companies, to deploy as skirmishers, the major designates the battalion and company reserves as before, cautions the companies to deploy forward or by the flank, and then commands:

1.(@)As skirmishers, 
2.(@)Right (or left) front into line,
3.(@)MARCH.

(PI. 6.)(@)At the second command, the captain of the first company gives the preparatory commands for deploying on the left four, or for deploying by the right flank, according to the previous instructions of the major; the other captains command: (@) Fours right.

At the command march, the leading company deploys; the other companies move in columns of fours to the right, incline to the left, move up abreast of the former head of the column, incline to the right, and, when opposite the left of their intervals in the skirmish-line, form line to the left and deploy as explained for the first company.

In the deployment forward, the major commands: 

1.(@)Skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT, 

when the leading four of the first company arrives on the desired line.

671.(@)The major may cause one or more companies to [deploy?-torn] as skirmishers right front into line, other companies as skirmishers left front into line.

672.(@)The battalion in column of fours is deployed as skirmishers front into line, by the same commands and means as the column of companies, each company executing right or left front into line before deploying as skirmishers.

673.(@)The battalion reserve at the commencement of all deployments is moved to a position about three hundred yards in rear of the centre of the line, or, if composed of two companies, one is posted in rear of the centre of the right wing; the other in rear of the centre of the left wing.(@)The battalion and company reserves aid the skirmish-line by being sent to its support when advancing, or by timely charges, should the skirmishers be driven back.

674.(@)The battalion being deployed, the major causes the line to march in advance, and to the rear, to change direction, to move by the right or left flank, to rally by platoon, or by company, to charge, and to execute the firings by the commands and means prescribed for a company of skirmishers.

675.(@)The major commanding the battalion has a trumpeter with him who gives all the signals as he directs.(@)The captains cause such commands as are applicable to their respective companies to be repeated.

676.(@)To execute a change of direction on the centre, to the left, the major commands:                           

1.(@)Right wing, left wheel, 
2.(@)Left wing to the rear, left wheel, 
3.(@)MARCH.

At the command march, the skirmishers of the left wing wheel individually to the left about, and both wings then wheel to the left, on the left skirmisher of the right wing as a pivot.

When the line has wheeled sufficiently, the major commands:

1.(@)Skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT; or, without halting, he may cause the line to advance, or march to the rear.

Change of direction to the right is similarly executed, on the right skirmisher of the left wing.

677.(@)The major may cause one or more companies on the right to wheel in advance (or to the rear) by the commands:

1.(@)First and second (or such) companies, 
2.(@)Left wheel (or to the rear, right wheel), 
3.(@)MARCH.

The companies designated wheel on the left (or right) , skirmisher of the inner company.

The left companies are wheeled in advance, or to the rear, by similar commands and means.

678.(@)If wheeling forward, with a view to envelop the enemy’s flank, and the main line be advancing, the pivot advances with the line; the wheel is executed at an increased gait, so that the skirmishers toward the marching flank may gain as much ground as possible to the enemy's rear, in order to intercept his retreat.

679.(@)The major should frequently detach companies with directions to proceed under cover, and to deploy on the flank or in rear of a given position.(@)He should frequently cover the front and flank of his battalion with skirmishers, holding them at such a distance as to prevent annoyance to the battalion from an enemy's fire.

To extend and close intervals.

680.(@)Intervals are extended and closed by the flank, by the same commands and means as in the company deployed as skirmishers.

681.(@)When intervals are extended or closed by both flanks, the major first commands; 

1.(@)On (such) skirmisher,

In extending intervals, the major gives the necessary commands for halting the skirmishers. 

To assemble the battalion.

682.(@)To assemble the battalion, the major causes the recall to be sounded.(@)The captains of companies immediately rally and assemble their platoons, or rally their companies, and conduct them, at the gait indicated, to the point occupied by the major, where the battalion is reformed as before the deployment.(@)The battalion reserve takes its place in the line.

To execute the recall at a trot or gallop, the trot or gallop is sounded immediately after the recall.

To deploy the battalion to fight on foot.

683.(@)In all deployments to fight on foot, the major designates the mounted guard for the led horses, and the companies to act as the battalion reserves dismounted; he also indicates the size of the company reserve dismounted.(@)Dismounted reserves may be dispensed with at the discretion of the major.

684.(@)Being mounted and in line, at a halt, to deploy on foot, the major commands:

1. (@)To fight on foot, 
2. (@)As skirmishers, 
3. (@)On left (or right) four (such) company take intervals, 
4. (@)MARCH.

The movement is executed as explained for deploying as skirmishers mounted, except that at the command march the captain of the designated company dismounts it to fight on foot, and deploys it on its left four; the captain of the company next on the left dismounts it to fight on foot and deploys it on the right four; the captains of the other companies, on arriving opposite their places in the skirmish-line, dismount their companies to fight on foot, and then "deploy them.

All the companies after dismounting are deployed in quick or double time according as the flank companies move opposite their positions at a walk, or at a higher gait.

The major, adjutant, and sergeant-major, remain mounted, or dismount at the discretion of the major.


Being mounted and in column of fours, to form the battalion front into line to fight on foot.


685.(@)Being at a halt, the major commands:

1.(@)To fight on foot,
2.(@)As skirmishers, 
3.(@)Right (or left) front into line, 
4.(@)MARCH.

At the command march, the captain of the first company dismounts it to the right and front, to fight on foot, and, as soon as the company has formed in line, deploys it as skirmishers on its left four.(@)The company is deployed in quick time or in double time, according as the rear companies move at a walk or at a higher gait.(@)The major commands: 

1. (@)Skirmishers,  
2. (@)HALT, when the left four arrives on the desired line.

The captain of the second company moves it in column of fours to the right, changes direction to the left when the company is opposite the left of its position in the line of skirmishers, halts it in column of fours abreast of the former head of the column, dismounts it to the right and front to fight on foot, and then deploys it as skirmishers on its left four as explained for the first company; the captain commands: 

1.(@)Skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT, when the left four arrives on the line of the first company deployed as skirmishers.

The other companies incline to the right, and execute the movement, as explained for the second company.

The major may deploy one or more companies to fight on foot, right front into line, the remaining companies left front into line.

To dismount and deploy the battalion to fight on foot.

686.(@)Being in line, at a halt, the major commands:

1.(@)To fight on foot, 
2.(@)PREPARE TO DISMOUNT, 
3.(@)DISMOUNT,
4.(@)Form,
5.(@)RANK,
6.(@)LINK HORSES.

These commands are executed in each company as previously explained; the battalion is then deployed as skirmishers by the same commands and means as when mounted.

687.(@)Being in column of fours, to dismount to fight on foot to the right or left, the major commands:

1.(@)To the right (or left),
2.(@)To fight on foot,
3.(@)DISMOUNT,
4.(@)LINK HORSES.

The companies having dismounted and formed line on the side designated, the major deploys the battalion as skirmishers the same as when dismounted from line.

688.(@)Being in column of fours, to dismount to fight on foot, to the right (or left) and front, the major commands:

1.(@)Companies, 
2.(@)To the right (or left) and front,
3.(@)To fight on foot, 
4.(@)DISMOUNT,
5.(@)LINK HORSES,
6.(@)As skirmishers, 
7.(@)Right (or left) front into line, 
8.(@)MARCH. 

The second, third, fourth, and fifth commands are executed in each company as previously explained.

At the command march, the captain of the first company deploys it as skirmishers on its left four as previously explained; the captains of the other companies conduct them in column of fours, dismounted, opposite the left of their positions in the skirmish-line, form line to the left abreast of the former head of the column, and then deploy on the left four.(@)The major commands: 

1.(@)Skirmishers,
2.(@)HALT, when the left four of the first company arrives on the desired line.

The major may dismount one or more companies to fight on foot to the right and front, the other companies to the left and front.

689.(@) Having dismounted from line, or from column of fours to the right or left, to fight on foot, the major exe-cutes such movements as may be necessary, without closing intervals, or he may command: 

1.(@)Form battalion on (such) company, 
2.(@)MARCH.

At the first command, captains to the right of the designated company command: (@)Fours left, the captains to the left command: (@)Fours right.

At the command march, the captain of the designated company dresses it to the left or right, according as it is in the right or left wing, and then takes his post in front of its centre; the other companies move in column of fours toward the one designated, form line, and are dressed toward the designated company.(@)The battalion being formed, is maneuvred [sic]  as in the School of the Battalion Dismounted, the principal guides acting as guides of companies. 

690.(@)The battalion, being in column of companies, or in close column, may be deployed front into line on foot, or it may be dismounted and then be deployed.

691.(@)Being in march by the flank of companies, the major may halt the battalion, dismount the companies to the right (or left) and front to fight on foot, and then deploy as explained from line.

692.(@)The battalion being deployed on foot, the company reserves and battalion reserve are posted as explained for the reserves mounted.(@)All the reserves maintain their relative positions to the line.(@)The led horses are kept under cover in rear of their respective companies, or are conducted to the rear of the battalion reserve at the discretion of the major.

693.(@)To reinforce the skirmish-line, the major directs the captains of the reserve companies to deploy and move forward upon the line.(@)Each captain deploys forward in double time upon the centre four.(@)The fours having gained their intervals, each captain commands: 

1.(@)Deploy,
2.(@)MARCH, 
3.(@)Guide centre, and, as soon as the deployment is finished, he adds: 

1.(@)Double time, 
2.(@)MARCH. 

The company reserves are deployed by command of their chiefs, and, on the arrival of the battalion reserve, they take the double time, and all move forward to the skirmish-line, where they halt without command and join in the action.

The reserve having joined the skirmish-line, conforms to all its movements. 

694.(@)To withdraw the reserve, the major commands:

1.(@)Reserve to the rear, 
2.(@) MARCH (or, double time, MARCH)

All the reserve skirmishers march to the rear; the company reserves are halted, rallied, and moved to their proper positions by their chiefs; each captain commanding a company of the battalion reserve halts his company the proper distance from the skirmish-line, rallies it, and then establishes it in its relative position.

695.(@)To withdraw the skirmish-line to the position occupied by the reserve, the major directs the captains of the reserve companies to deploy by both flanks.

Seeing the reserve deployed, the major causes the firing to cease, and commands: 

1.(@)To the rear, 
2.(@)Double time,
3.(@)MARCH, 
4.(@)Guide centre. 

Upon arriving on the line of the reserve, the major commands:

1.(@)Skirmishers, 
2.(@)HALT, 
3.(@)Commence,
4.(@)FIRING,  when all commence firing.

The company reserves, by the commands of their chiefs, deploy while marching to the rear and halt on the line of the reserve.

The reserve is withdrawn as before.

To remount the battalion.

696.(@)The major causes the recall to be sounded, at which each captain rallies and assembles his platoons, or rallies his company, marches it to the led horses, mounts it, and then conducts it to the position occupied by the major, where the battalion is reformed as before the deployment.

697.(@)To remount on the skirmish-line, the major may cause the companies to be rallied, and the led horses to be conducted to their respective companies.(@)The captains then cause the men to mount, and, at the recall, conduct their companies to the position of the major, where the battalion is reformed.

698.(@)The movements in the skirmish drill dismounted may be taught from single rank in the School of the Battalion Dismounted.

699.(@)The principles for skirmishing, and fighting on foot, for a regiment, are the same as for a battalion.(@)If the deployment be from line, the company and battalion, on which the deployment is to be executed, are designated.(@)The designated battalion deploys as previously explained; the other battalions are marched by the flank till opposite their places in the skirmish-line, when each is deployed on the company nearest the battalion designated.(@)If the deployment be from column, each battalion is conducted in column in rear of the left or right of its place in the skirmish-line, and is then deployed right or left front into line, according to command



STABLES


Feeding

1191.(@)In garrison, it is recommended that grain be fed [at?] first call for reveille by the non-commissioned officer in charge of the stables, assisted by one or two members of the stable-guard, or men detailed for the purpose.(@)The grain, in a box on wheels, is rolled in front of each stall whence it is transferred to the feed-boxes by allowance measures.(@)Grain is fed again at evening stable-duty as in the morning, but not until after the hay has been fed and the stable swept up.

In camp, or on the march, grain is fed at morning and evening stable-duty.(@)The men are marched to the forage wagon, or other grain depository, where the non-commissioned officer in charge, with an allowance-measure, issues to each in turn.

The first-sergeant then marches them back to the horses and commands:  FEED.(@)The men are to remain near their horses until they have done eating.

Hay, in garrison, is fed immediately after morning stable-duty, in the middle of the day, and at evening stable-duty; at the evening feed each animal should have about one-half of his daily allowance.(@)The dust must be well shaken out of the hay before it is put in the mangers.(@)During the short days of winter, the feeding at noon may be omitted without injury to the animals.

Hay, in camp, is fed at the picket-rope, morning, noon, and evening; on the march, in the evening only.

The occasional use of bran is important for stabled horses.(@)In spring, or early summer, they should have grass for at least a week or ten days, during which time they ought not to be much worked.(@)Salt should be given once a week.

When forage cannot be obtained, grazing should be allowed at every spare moment, especially early in the morning, when the dew is on the grass.

Watering

1192.(@)Horses must be watered quietly and without confusion; the manner in which this duty is performed is a good test of the discipline of a mounted command.

Horses are to be led or ridden, at a walk, to and from water, depending upon its distance from the stable.(@)At the drinking-place, no horse should be hurried, or have his head jerked up from the water, until he has done drinking.

In the field, or on the march, the watering is from the most convenient running water; in garrison, it is usually from troughs. (@)n warm weather, water drawn from a  cold well or spring, before being used, should stand long enough for the chill to puss off.

The horses of each company are watered under the immediate direction of the first-sergeant, but, if they are liable to liable to meet those of other commands at the watering-place, a commissioned officer should replace him.

During the hot months, horses are watered thrice daily; in the morning, at noon, and just before grooming in the afternoon.(@)At other times two waterings are sufficient; after morning and at evening stable-duty.(@)In very cold weather, once a day, at noon, is enough.(@)It is to be always remembered that a horse will rarely drink enough very early in the morning.

On the march, the oftener horses are watered the better, as it is not usually known when another watering-place will be readied.

On the plains, where horses are to make a day’s march without water, they will always be watered after being fed just before leaving camp in the morning.

If a mounted command has to march a long distance without water, so that it will be necessary to encamp en route, the animals are well fed but denied water until just before starting, when they are permitted to drink freely.(@)The command marches in the afternoon, and does not encamp until it has accomplished at least half of the distance, and moves early the next morning to reach water.

MARCHES.

1193.(@)COMMANDING officers must bear in mind that the efficiency of cavalry depends almost entirely upon the condition of the horses which alone makes them able to get over long distances in short spaces of time.(@)The horses must, therefore, be nursed with great care, in order that they may endure the utmost fatigue when emergencies demand it.

Reveille, ordinarily, should not be sounded on the march before daylight, as horses rest better from midnight until dawn than at other times.

The average march for cavalry is from fifteen to twenty miles per day.(@)The walk is the habitual gait, but, when the ground is good, the trot may be used occasionally for short distances.

Long marches or expeditions should be begun moderately, particularly with horses new to the service.(@)Ten or fifteen miles a day is enough for the first marches, which may be increased to twenty-five miles when necessary, after the horses are inured to their work.

In campaign, the usual precautions against surprise are taken, and an advanced guard and flankers are thrown out.

The march is usually in column of fours; when practicable, it may be in double column of fours; in small commands it is often in column of twos.

In small commands, not in campaign, distances of forty to fifty yards may be taken between the companies, so that checks will not extend from one to another and cause unnecessary halts.

A halt of from five to ten minutes is made at the end of every hour, for the purpose of adjusting equipments, tightening girths, etc.(@)The companies are dismounted in column at the command of their captains; if there be grass, each captain first obliques his company a short distance from the road to let the horses feed, as horses must always be encouraged to graze as much as possible on the march.(@)When troops march for the greater part of the day, a halt of from twenty to forty-five minutes is usually made about noon.(@)In campaign, videttes are posted during the halts.

On long marches, officers and men, except the sick, are required to dismount and lead from twenty to forty minutes every second or third hour; to save their backs 







